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Introduction
The proposals are a culmination of a rigorous and extensive period of urban analysis, planning, consultation and architectural design research 
towards providing an innovative response to an agenda for sustainable urban living. The outcome of this process is a vision for a project of civic 
significance. 
The project is a challenging and progressive proposal which is supportive of the principle aims and objectives contained in the Action Plan of 
the Perth Left Bank Community Development Trust and the New Perth City Plan....’Perth to be a leading small European city........a place where 
people want to be’.
The proposal also takes cognisance of relevant local and national planning policies and advice notes as a means to interpret and guide the 
overall strategy and design approach required for the townscape context. 
The current planning permission application for a single family residential accommodation is the first stage of an urban renewal process that will 
deliver a combination of regeneration, conservation and economic development outcomes within a clearly defined and deliverable framework 
for change. 

Scottish Planning Policy 2010
 Paragraphs 110 - 124: Historic Environment
 Paragraphs 113 - 114: Listed Buildings
Scottish Historic Environmental Policy December 2011 (SHEP)
Perth Area Local Plan 1995
 Policy 47: Neighbourhood Shopping Centres.
 Policy 58: Conservation Areas
 Policy 59: Listed buildings
 Policy 60: Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Perth & Kinross Council Local Development Plan – 
Proposed Plan Jan 2012
 Policy RD1: Residential Areas
 Policy PM2: Design Statements
 Policy HE1: Scheduled Monuments
 Policy HE2: Listed Buildings
 Policy HE3: Conservation Areas
 Policy RC1: Town & Neighbourhood Centre
Other supplementary guidance
 Perth and Kinross Placemaking Guidance
 Kinnoull Conservation Area Appraisal
 Historic Scotland’s supplementary Technical Advice Notes
 Historic Scotland’s New Design in Historic Settings
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2-12 Main Street and 2-4 West Bridge Street is a mixed use (multiple ownership) ’C’ listed property consisting of commercial uses (shops) on the ground floor with residential (flatted) dwellings on first, second 
and third (attic) floor levels. The general condition of the property has clearly become dilapidated, neglected and run down. There is also a derelict external space located within a vacant backland area that faces 
the River Tay. Condition surveys have established the need for extensive internal and external repairs and improvements; the backland elevation in particular is in a very poor condition. Many of the property’s 
original features have been removed or altered including for example; the chimneys, adjusted pitches, built additions, window infills, inappropriate use of materials, excessive cabling, pipe work and other 
utilitarian items. All of which have resulted in a substantial loss of the properties original townscape and architectural character. 
Whilst previous attempts to co-ordinate a full repair scheme for the whole property have failed due to the exceptional financial implications required to carry out the works the current proposals attempts to redress 
the situation. Our Client, owner of the second and third floor level accommodation, investigated two contrasting options in order to determine the feasibility of developing the property as follows -

 • Implement some general repairs and maintenance to the second and third (attic) floor properties for preserving the status quo
 
 • Redevelop the third (attic) floor level and implement a full facade improvement scheme to promote a wide range of environmental and economic improvements

The first option is limited with respect to the overall project expenditure, responsibility and potential improvement outcomes. The impact would be minimal and counterproductive in its outcome. 
The second option, whilst more ambitious in terms of scope of works, cost, project management and visual impact would make a significant contribution to the conservation and regeneration of the property and 
surrounding area. 
In consultation with representatives of Perth and Kinross Council and local interest groups our client decided to take the second option forward. The initial project brief was therefore developed in more detail to 
achieve a feasible and robust concept for delivering the overall aspirations and vision for the project – all set within a clearly defined economic, urban planning and architectural strategy. 
This development agenda will have a positive impact on the immediate surrounding neighbourhood by providing a unified and co-ordinated approach to the architecture and public realm. The potential to include 
other private sector improvements to existing derelict external areas and adjacent properties has been investigated with positive results. 
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Background

On the basis of the residential proposal being approved, the opportunities for further improvement in the area are essential to realise and maintain the economic and 
investment value of the development process. For example the redundant ‘Old Bakery’ building located in the backland (rear area) towards the River Tay will be fully 
redeveloped as a means to respond to the Main Street - West Bridge Street project. The strong physical and visual connections between the property and vacant 
backland will demand an ongoing action plan and improvement strategy to avoid the completed project being compromised by a ‘bad neighbour’. To this end we are 
currently investigating a strategy for the backland area in order to progress the opportunity for a high quality project to follow the Main Street - West Bridge Street 
ambitions. All such proposals will form part of a sequence of development phases for localised regeneration and conservation - see implementation section.
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Public and Statutory Consultation
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At a very early stage of developing the initial concept proposals local consultation 
of ‘work in progress’ was completed with support and encouraging responses from 
Bridgend, Gannochy and Kinnoull Community Council, Perth Civic Trust and Perth 
Left Bank Community Development Trust. However, the current proposals are a 
more advanced and comprehensive design solution developed beyond the initial 
scheme presented during the consultation process. The evolution of the design 
proposals was necessary to achieve an appropriate project brief with which to 
support the economic implications required to make it a feasible option to implement.
In addition to the amenity groups and other community organisations we have had 
ongoing consultation process with various representatives of Perth and Kinross 
Council Planning and Regeneration. This enabled a full and thorough exchange of 
information and views as the project progressed to its current stage of completion. 
This period of statutory consultation concluded with supportive comments and 
guidance in preparation for the current full planning permission application.
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Aims and Objectives
The principal aim of the project is to adapt and re-use a key property that currently detracts from the visual quality of the surrounding 
area. By achieving this aim the proposed development responds positively to the opportunities identified within the Conservation Area 
Appraisal report ............’significant scope for enhancement around Bridgend, particularly in Main Street............’

The project will set a high standard of urbanism and architecture as an example of ‘high end’ city based residential accommodation 
within the City of Perth. Becoming the first project to deliver a site specific response to the Vision for Bridgend and the Left Bank.

The environmental improvements proposed to the backland areas will also make a positive contribution to the general amenity by 
providing a range of accessible public space for the local community and visitors alike. To this end the project is also clearly ‘in tune’ 
with the aspirations and vision of the local community as stated in the Action Plan of the Perth Left Bank Community Development 
Trust - ‘Our Vision for the Future of Perth Left Bank’

• Physical improvement of buildings and shop fronts 
• To make the Left Bank area of Perth the best place to live and/or work in Scotland

The community ethos of the project also addresses current national interest in localised urban renewal projects under the theme 
‘Start Small – Think Big’. By responding to this agenda the project explores the following key questions

• What does localised place-driven change look like?
• What does collaborative place-based implementation look like?

This project is a candidate for delivering an example of how such an approach can bring about a cultural change as to what is 
possible and can be achieved through a process of a customised approach to local growth and development.
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Townscape and Context 

Observations on Bridgend - in general the principal urban characteristics could be summed up as follows - 

1. In the context of Perth City; the left bank whilst clearly contributing to the overall physical and visual definition of the city’s townscape along the banks of the River Tay appears to be perceived as being 
secondary, on the edge, peripheral and detached.

2. In the context of the Kinnoull Area; Bridgend whilst acknowledged as a threshold to the city centre via Smeaton’s Bridge is relegated to serving as a traffic corridor, through route and cross roads. In other 
words a piece of infrastructure treated as means to an end by providing vehicular access to Perth city centre and beyond.

Bridgend can be described in the following ways - 
 • Mix of styles including Georgian and Modern all of which contribute to a range of qualities and standards. Main Street has buildings ...’distinctly modern’ ref Kinnoull Conservation Area Appraisal.
 • Variety of architectural forms, scales and materials
 • Gap sites that have been vacant for long periods of time. For example the corner triangular site formed by Back Wynd and Gowrie Street vacant since demolition over 30 years ago
 • Incongruous street furniture, shop fronts and signage 
 • Poorly maintained properties some of which are in conditions of disrepair contrasted by others that have been maintained and /or currently being repaired
 • Primary traffic routes at Main Street and Gowrie Street are linear in approach and interrupted by a crossroads ‘gateway’ at Bridgend that leads to Perth City centre via Smeaton’s Bridge 
 • Significant vehicular movement with negative impact on environmental conditions.
 • Strong visual and physical relationship to Smeaton’s Bridge
 • Main Street and Commercial Street underline a topographical (sectional) transition from level – slope – hill. With the latter presenting a visually dramatic backdrop to the Left Bank
 • No distinctive or useful public space
 • Dense with the capacity and scope to accommodate additional infill’s and interventions
 • Presents a mixed quality and type of open spaces and property conditions to the city centre, along Tay Street and the North Inch
 • Restricted connectivity to the River Tay 
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Townscape and Context
Local Community - Perth Left Bank Community Trust recorded the following observations from a series of surveys 
and consultations with the local community.
• ‘The run-down, dilapidated and depressing state of Bridgend’
• ‘Very scruffy and dilapidated’
• ‘Gives a very poor impression of Perth to visitors driving North’
• ‘Bridgend does stand out from the rest of the area as experiencing deprivation’
• ‘All of the business owners reported that the current state of Bridgend was of huge concern to them’
• ‘The need for physical improvement of buildings and shops’
• ‘Generate a vision for Bridgend’
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Townscape and Context 
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The vacant backland area is a dilapidated and derelict wasteland that has had a detrimental 
impact on the area for decades. To address this chronic condition a series of environmental 
improvements will form part of the proposed phased sequence of incremental development 
stages that will contribute to a more positive public space. The proposals will be designed 
to re-engage with the river edge and provide a more useful and accessible area in which to 
enjoy a high quality amenity space for residents. 
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Townscape and Context 
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The rear backland elevations have been subject to a range of adhoc alterations and 
additions over a long period of time. This as well as the very poor fabric condition of 
several significant areas of stone walling makes the potential for full restoration beyond 
economic repair. The proposed facade intervention as part of the proposed phased 
sequence of incremental development stages will introduce a new layer to the elevations 
as a means to create a more appropriate and functional element required for its strategic 
city location. 



The implementation process will be project managed through a sequence of incremental development stages as follows – 

1. Single family residential accommodation with Main Street and West Bridge Street facades improvements.

2. River facade interventions.

3. Backland public access, landscape, gardens and river edge.

Progressing Stages 2 - 3 will be dependent upon achieving full planning permission and listed building consent for the single family residential accommodation application (Stage 1). 

1. Remove existing attic roof accommodation and associated building structure and fabric. Introduce a new build intervention consisting of a single family dwelling of a contemporary architectural design. 
Implement a full facade improvement scheme to Main Street - West Bridge Street including the restoration of elevations; rationalise cables, pipe work and replacement of elements incongruous to the original 
building within a process of retain and restore - remove and improve.
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Design Solution
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2. Introduce a new facade intervention to the backland (River Tay) rear 
elevations by providing a new minimal structural framework with which 
to allow each property owner (residential and commercial) an opportunity 
to have an extended south facing balcony (open or enclosed) area. This 
framework will also have the potential to create a ‘living green wall’ 
facade of vegetation and planting – a form of urban gardening.

3. Improve the backland area by establishing an open area that will allow 
access to a landscaped garden and river edge beyond. A space that will 
offer the local residents a sense of place in relationship to the River Tay.
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Design Solution
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Design Solution
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Proposed Riverside Elevation (West)
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Proposed Main Street Elevation (East)
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Proposed West Bridge Street Elevation (South)



Design Solution
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Proposed Main Street Elevation (North)


